Transfer Guidance from RBC to University of Virginia

Students planning transfer to University of Virginia are encouraged to visit https://admission.virginia.edu/transfer and follow the transfer course requirements for the College of Arts and Sciences specifically outlined at https://admission.virginia.edu/transfer/requirements.

Typically if an RBC course has transfer equivalency with a UVA course, it will meet their transfer criteria for Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Social Sciences, Humanities, and Historical Studies. Students are also highly encouraged to have completed ENGL 101 and 102, and a foreign language sequence through the 202 level.

RBC Courses that meet the Non-Western Perspective criteria for the UVA College of Arts & Sciences:

1. REL 219  History and Religion of Israel
2. PHIL 270 / REL 270  Introduction to Asian Religious Thought

TOEFL Guidance from RBC to University of Virginia

- TOEFL is required for any student who attended a non-English speaking high school. UVA will waive if student has been in US 2 or more years, but a TOEFL score will still make application more competitive.
- UVA international admissions recommends using InitialView or Vericant evaluations if TOEFL is not available.
  - Initialview:
    - A virtual interview and critical writing sample
    - Cost $220
    - Student is responsible for scheduling interview which is offered in 30-minute time slots.
  - Vericant:
    - Virtual “structured behavioral-style” interview which lasts about 30 minutes
    - 30 minute writing sample on either an analytical or practical questions
    - Cost $240
    - Results can be sent to any school in three business days